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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the 2008 Upper Nass River Fish Barrier Assessment Project was to identify

stream crossings within the Upper Nass River Watershed that could impede fish passage.

Funding for this project was made available through the Forest Invest Account (FIA, Project #

2813002) and administered through Skeena Sawmills, a division of West Fraser Mills, Terrace,

BC (Contract # GS-G.F.A-08-01).

For this project the Gitanyow Fisheries Authority (GFA) used the Fish Passage Protocol for

Culverted Sites (FPPCS, BC Ministry of the Environment, 2008). The scope of this project

includes all accessible (4x4 truck, ATV, foot) forestry-based roads under the jurisdiction of the

B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range (MoFR) within the territories of the Gitanyow Hereditary

Chiefs (GHC). Efforts began in the northernmost portion of the Gitanyow Territory near

Bowser/Bell Irving Rivers and proceeded southwards towards Meziadin Lake, Orenda

(Ellsworth) Camp and Van Dyke Camp areas.

The Nass River is the third largest in BC and a major salmon producer and a significant part of

its watershed is located within the Gitanyow Traditional Territory (Sterritt 1998). Since its

establishment in 1997, the GFA who represents the GHC on fisheries related issues has been

active in the stewardship of the Nass Watershed.

The Nass has been heavily impacted by forest development activities. A maze of road networks

have been created since logging began in the 1970’s, following the expansion of the Hwy 37 N

corridor (Harding and Sebastian 1975, BC Government MapView 5.0.4 Forest Tenure Database

March 2009). Most of these roads were built to minimal standards prior to the implementation of

the Forest Practices Code in 1995 that introduced more fish-friendly protocols to road building

activities. There was no definitive proof available from the MoFR to indicate the exact

construction date of many of the road networks. However local knowledge and consultation with

remaining licensees indicated that all road networks and crossings assessed under this project

were eligible for FIA funding as they were deemed to be built pre-code (<1995) or are Forest

Service Roads (FSR’s). Data collected in 2008 will be used to identify and prioritize remedial

works of all crossings deemed as fish barriers.
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Poorly placed culverts can restrict fish movement by creating excessive water velocity within a

culvert and/or extreme plunge falls at the outlet. The FPPCS assessment procedures were based

on standards described by MOE (2008) and were performed on streams with definable channels

and no apparent gradient or waterfall restrictions. Streams and wetlands that mainly flow

subsurface such as alder swales, peat bogs, and unconnected depressions were excluded from this

assessment. Problematic crossings were then prioritized based on benefits gained by structural

upgrading.

The FPPCS measures several stream crossing attributes that influence whether or not fish of all

life stages can pass through the culvert. These include amount of substrate in a culvert (baffling

ability), culvert slope, outflow drop, stream width ratio (relationship between channel width and

culvert diameter), and culvert length. Index values were assigned to each attribute (low,

moderate, high probability of creating a barrier) and then totaled to arrive at a total crossing

score. If a crossing is deemed as a barrier or partial barrier then an assessment of the amount of

habitat gained determines the cost/benefit of remediation.

A velocity barrier exists when the water velocity exceeds the swimming capability of fish at any

or all life stages (Parker 2000, adapted from Katopolis and Gervais, 1991). Culverts without

baffles should not have slopes exceeding 0.5 percent for culverts greater than 24 meters in

length, and 1.0 percent for culverts less than 24 meters in length. Juvenile salmonids generally

cannot swim through water flowing in excess of 0.5 meters/second. Most adult salmonids would

have difficulty swimming at burst speed (maintained for up to 165 seconds) through water

flowing in excess of 6 meters/second, with the exception of adult steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus

mykiss) that can swim through water flowing at 8 meters per/second.

A height barrier exists when it exceeds the jumping ability of fish at any or all life stages

according to the guidelines cited in (Parker 2000, adapted from Whyte et. al., 1997). In general,

pool depth must be at least 1.3 times greater than the jump height. Juvenile salmonids would

have difficulty jumping heights exceeding 0.5 meters. The maximum jump height for adult

salmonids depends on species: steelhead trout (3.4 meters), coho (O. kisutch; 2.4 meters),

chinook salmon (O. tshawytscha; 2.4 meters), sockeye salmon (O. nerka; 2.1 meters), chum (O.

keta; 1,5 meters) and pink salmon (O. gorbuscha; 1.5 meters).
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Field crews were able to cover a large area of the watershed by 4-wheel drive pick-up truck, or

ATV. Poor access, time and budgetary constraints prevented many crossings from being

assessed; access to these sites should be attempted in follow-up field surveys.

Problematic crossings were prioritized based on benefits gained by deactivating or replacing the

structure and restoring fish passage to fish habitat located above the site. Results of this

assessment will be used to initiate funding and remedial works in 2009 and beyond from the

various stakeholders responsible for forestry and public road maintenance within the Nass River

Watersheds.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

The Nass River is approximately 380 km long and flows generally southwest from the interior

Coastal Mountains to the Pacific Ocean at Portland Inlet. It is the third largest River in British

Columbia with a drainage area of approximately 20,700 km2 . Its major tributaries are the Bell-

Irving, Meziadin and the Cranberry Rivers (Sterritt 1998). “Nass” or “Naas” originates from a

Tlingit word meaning "food depot," referring to the biological productivity of the river,

particularly the enormous oolichan run in the early spring (BC Geographical Names Information

System database).

Biologically the Nass Watershed is extremely rich, with an abundance of high valued fish

habitat. It supports all the andromonous salmon species native to the British Columbia Pacific

coastal waters (BC Ministry of the Environment (MOE) FISS database) including:

 Sockeye / Kokanee Salmon
 Chinook Salmon
 Pink Salmon
 Chum Salmon
 Coho Salmon
 Steelhead / Rainbow Trout
 Cutthroat Trout (O. clarki)
 Dolly Varden (Salvelinus malma)
 Bull Trout (S. confluentus)
 Mountain Whitefish (Prosopium williamsoni)

In addition to salmonid species several course fish species inhabit the Nass Watershed including

longnose sucker (Catostomus catostomus), several species of sculpin (Cottus sp.), and threespine

stickleback (Gasterosteus aculaetus).

The project area for the purpose of this report can be divided into two general work areas:

Area 1 - North of Nass River/Highway 37 N Bridge to Bowser River, including all forestry roads

east and west of Highway 37 N. Located in this area are two large tributaries to Meziadin Lake,

Hannah and Tintina Creeks that drain the easterly flank of Hannah Ridge and westerly flank of

the Bell-Irving Mountains. Their watersheds were initially the primary focus of this project due

to the high quality habitat they offer to sockeye and coho salmon, steelhead trout, rainbow trout,

and Dolly Varden char (Sebastian 1975, Hancock and Marshall 1984, Plate 2003). Also included
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in this area are several tributaries that drain the east flank of the Bell-Irving Mountains and flow

into the right bank of the Bell-Irving River (accessed by the Kotcho Mainline).

Area 2 - South of Meziadin Lake and east of Nass River, including all forestry roads branching

from Highway 37 N with the Brown Bear Forest Service Road (FSR) as the most southerly road

network assessed in 2008. Important Nass River sub-drainages in this area include Moore,

Wolverine, Kitwaniliks, Van Dyke, and Axnegrelda Creeks, all of which provides important

habitat to coho and steelhead trout in their lower reaches and rainbow trout and Dolly Varden

char in their upper reaches (BC MOE FISS). Major forestry roads include the Windfall Main,

Pine Flats Main, Orenda FSR, and Brown Bear FSR.

A third study area that was planned but not completed was sub-basins south of Meziadin Lake

and west of the Nass River including the Meziadin, Upper White River, Harper, and Kinskuch

Mainlines and their branch roads. Although several sites were sampled along the Meziadin FSR

system and a portion of the Upper White River Mainline, funding in 2008 was insufficient to

carry out a complete assessment. GFA will be seeking funding to complete these areas in 2009.
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3. METHODS

The FPPCS was carried out at 60 stream crossings between July 31st and September 10th, 2008

according to the guidelines described in MOE (2008). The objective was to characterize stream-

crossing structures and nearby fish habitat in an attempt to identify barriers based on water

velocity and outflow drop. The intention of this survey was to assess all roads that cross

potentially fish-bearing waters.

3.1 Pre-Field Planning

Prior to entering the field, 1:20,000 TRIM mapsheets were produced for the entire project area

showing stream crossings (waterways and road networks), and 20-meter contour intervals. On

these maps, stream reaches with gradients exceeding 20 percent were highlighted and all reaches

downstream were considered as potentially fish bearing unless a confirmed fish barrier existed.

Upstream of a gradient barrier was considered fish bearing if a lake or pond is present. It is

important to note that on sites without fish distribution information, detailed habitat assessments

are required to determine the true upstream limits of fish distribution on any given stream.

Literature was reviewed for information relating to streams with confirmed fish presence and

locations of impassable barriers were then noted on field maps.

3.2 Field Assessment

At each site, data was collected on the geographical location, crossing structure characteristics,

and fish habitat quality. Information collected was as follows:
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 Crossing ID #

 Date

 Crew name

 Easting

 Northing

 Stream name

 Road Name and Km

 MoFR District

 Crossing type

 Embedded (Y/N)

 Embedded amount (%)

 Embedded – substrate resembles stream channel (y/n)

 Primary and Secondary Culvert Diameter (mm)

 Primary and Secondary Culvert Length. (m)

 Culvert slope (%)

 Outlet Drop (cm)

 Downstream width (m)

 Outlet Res. Pool Depth (cm)

 D/s slope (%)

 Habitat value (Low, Moderate, High)

 Depth of Fill (m)

 Valley fill (Deep, Shallow, Bedrock)

 Beaver activity

 Inlet Drop (cm)

 Backwatered (%)

 Fish sighted (Y/N, Species)

 Culvert fix (

 Photo ID

 Comments

From the onset of the project it was determined that historical fish distribution information was

greatly lacking in the study area before fieldwork commenced. Although fish sampling was not

required, “Gee” trapping and angling was carried out at several sites to confirm fish presence

when possible and convenient.

3.3 Data Analysis

Fish passage status was determined using the MOE (2000) guidelines. Five stream crossing

attributes influence whether or not fish can pass through the culvert. These include:

 depth and degree of embedment
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 outlet drop

 culvert slope

 stream width ratio (SWR; downstream channel width divided by the culvert diameter)

 culvert length

:

Each attribute was assigned a risk value based on the following criteria:

Risk Embedded Value
Outlet
drop
(cm)

Value
Slope
(%)

Value SWR Value
Length

(m)
Value

Low

>30 cm or
>20% of

diameter and
continuous

0 <15 0 <1 0 <1.0 0 <15 0

Mod
< 30 cm or 20%
of diameter but

continuous
5 15-30 5 1-3 5

1.0-
1.3

3 15-30 3

High
No embedment

or discontinuous
10 >30 10 >3 10 >1.3 6 >30 6

The total crossing score was calculated as the sum of each attribute value. The crossing was then

ranked as passable (score of <14), potential barrier (15-19), or barrier (>20). A 1:50,000 TRIM

mapsheet was produced showing site location and barrier ranking.

3.4 Reporting

This report addresses in detail only sites ranked as a barrier or potential barrier with confirmed or

documented fish presence. For these sites, physical descriptions, recommendations, remedial

cost estimates, and photographs are presented. Fish presence studies were recommended for

2009 on sites ranked as a barrier or potential barrier, but had unknown fish-bearing status.
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4. RESULTS

The FPPCS was carried out at 60 culverted stream crossings between July 31st and September

10th, 2008 according to the guidelines described in MOE (2008). A total of 46 sites (77%) were

ranked as barriers, 5 sites (8%) were ranked as potential barriers, and 9 sites (15%) were ranked

as passable. One site ranked as passable was reclassified as a barrier due to a culvert intake

plugged by beavers on a grown-in unused road that has caused water to flow over the roadbed

and down a 2 meter embankment (Site 43, Pine Flats Main Km 6.6, Score = 11; more detail on

this site further in the report). This increases the total number of barriers to 47 sites. Attributes

contributing most to a ranking of barrier or potential barrier were depth and degree of

embedment, Stream width ratioR (SWR), and to a lesser extent culvert length (Table 1). Culvert

outlet drop and slope contributed minimally to the overall results.

Table 1: Summary of crossing attributes contributing to the barrier rankings (n=60).

Embedment Outlet drop (cm) Slope (%) SWR Length (m)Risk

(n) (%) (n) (%) (n) (%) (n) (%) (n) (%)

Low 9 15 46 77 44 73 2 3 25 42

Mod 0 0 11 18 9 15 10 17 34 57

High 51 85 3 5 7 12 48 80 1 2

Although all streams sampled were potentially fish bearing at least near the crossing, fish

presence was confirmed in the field at only 7 of the 60 sites surveyed, all of which ranked as a

barrier or potential barrier. Fish distribution and natural barriers remains unknown for the

remaining 53 sites, including 45 barrier and potential barrier sites.

4.1 Ranking = Barrier (Score>20)

A total of 47 sites of the 60 sites sampled were ranked as a barrier to fish (Table 2). High quality

habitat was associated with 14 sites, and of these salmonid presence was confirmed at 5 sites.

Moderate to poor habitat with no confirmed fish presence was encountered at the remaining 33

sites. In all cases culverts were not embedded into the stream channel and therefore lacked

substrate inside the culvert that would reduce water velocity. In most cases culvert size was

insufficient as shown by the SWR. The following sections provide a brief description of the 5

barrier sites with confirmed fish presence.
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Table 2: Fish passage status for culverted sites in the upper Nass watershed assessed in 2008 (n=60, sorted in descending order of total score).

ID
No.

Barrier
Ranking

Total
Score

Road Name and
Km

Stream Name Risk Criteria Ranking Habitat value Beaver
Activity

Recommendations

Embedment Outlet
Drop

Slope SWR Length

265 Barrier 34 Brown Bear
FSR Km 21

Axnegrelda
Creek

High High Mod. High Mod. Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

u/s Determine fish
bearing status

49 Barrier 34 Warren Road Nass River
Trib

High High Mod. High Mod. Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

202 Barrier 31 Grief Road Km
3.5

Nass River
Trib

High High Mod. High Low Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

228 Barrier 29 Warren Road
Km 4.4

Nass Trib High Mod. Mod. High Mod. High, pond u/s
and d/s, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

232 Barrier 29 Brush Main Km
1.0

Nass River
Trib

High Mod. Mod. High Mod. Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

233 Barrier 29 Brush Main Km
1.1

Nass Trib High Mod. Mod. High Mod. Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

63 Barrier 29 Balsam Lane
Km 2.3

Wolverine
Creek

High Low High High Mod. Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

222 Barrier 29 Balsam Main 1
km

Wolverine
Creek

High Low High High Mod. Mod., no fish
sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

93 Barrier 29 Brown Bear
FSR Km 4.8

Van Dyke
Creek

High Mod. Mod. High Mod. Mod., no fish
sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status
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Table 2 cont’:

ID
No.

Barrier
Ranking

Total
Score

Road Name and
Km

Stream Name Risk Criteria Ranking Habitat value Beaver
Activity

Recommendations

Embedment Outlet
Drop

Slope SWR Length

93 Barrier 29 Brown Bear
FSR Km 4.8

Van Dyke
Creek

High Mod. Mod. High Mod. Mod., no fish
sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

221 Barrier 29 Orenda FSR Km
11.5

Wolverine
Creek

High Mod. Mod. High Mod. Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

218 Barrier 26 Hwy 37N 172.5
km Road 1.5 km
from Hwy 37N

Jct.

Hannah Creek High Mod. Mod. High Low High, DV
confirmed

u/s and
d/s

Deactivate

20 Barrier 26 Hwy 37N 172.5
km Road (200m
from Hwy 37N

Jct.)

Hannah Creek High Low High High Low High, DV, RB
confirmed

u/s, dam
at c/v
inlet

Deactivate

39 Barrier 26 Pine Flats Main
Km 0.6

Nass River
Trib

High Mod. Mod. High Low High, DV, RB
confirmed

None Deactivate or replace
with open bottom
structure

231 Barrier 26 Brush Main
unnamed branch

Nass River
Trib

High Low High High Low Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

230 Barrier 26 Brush Main
unnamed branch

Km 1.9

Nass R. Trib. High Low High High Low Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

245 Barrier 26 Balsam Lane
Km 2.5

Wolverine
Creek

High Mod. Mod. High Low High, riffle pool
mix, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status
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Table 2 cont’:

Barrier
Ranking

Total
Score

Road Name and
Km

Stream Name Risk Criteria Ranking Habitat value Beaver
Activity

RecommendationsID
No.

Embedment Outlet
Drop

Slope SWR Length

247 Barrier 24 Orenda FSR Km
15.9

Kitwaniliks
Creek

High Low Mod. High Mod. High, pond u/s, no
fish sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

248 Barrier 24 Orenda FSR Km
19.0

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. High Mod. Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

251 Barrier 24 Orenda FSR Km
21.3

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. Mod. High Mod., no fish
sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

279 Barrier 24 Meziadin FSR
6.2 km

Meziadin
Lake Trib.

High Low Mod. High Mod. Mod., no fish
sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

259 Barrier 24 Orenda FSR Km
28.2

Axnegrelda
Trib

High Low Mod. High Mod. Mod., no fish
sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

73 Barrier 24 Orenda FSR Km
18.5

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. High Mod. Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

79 Barrier 24 Orenda FSR Km
28.7

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. High Mod. High, pond u/s, no
fish sighted

u/s Determine fish
bearing status

97 Barrier 23 Brown Bear
FSR Km 2.8

Van Dyke
Creek

High Low High Mod. Low Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

282 Barrier 23 Upper White
Main Km 6.5

White River High Low High Low Mod. Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

246 Barrier 21 Balsam Lane
Km 1.7

Wolverine
Creek

High Mod. Low High Low High, pond u/s, no
fish sighted

u/s Determine fish
bearing status
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Table 2 cont’:

ID
No.

Barrier
Ranking

Total
Score

Road Name and
Km

Stream Name Risk Criteria Ranking Habitat value Beaver
Activity

Recommendations

Embedment Outlet
Drop

Slope SWR Length

90 Barrier 21 Brown Bear
FSR Km 8.8

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. High Low Mod., no fish
sighted

u/s Determine fish
bearing status

280 Barrier 21 Meziadin FSR
Km 14.5

White River
Trib

High Low Mod. High Low High, partial
wetland, no fish

sighted

u/s Determine fish
bearing status

81 Barrier 21 Orenda FSR Km
27.1

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. High Low High, lake u/s, no
fish sighted

u/s Determine fish
bearing status

50 Barrier 21 Brush Lane
unnamed branch

Nass River
Trib

High Low Mod. High Low Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

273 Barrier 21 Nine Lakes
Road Km 3.1

Axnegrelda
Creek Trib

High Low Mod. High Low Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

u/s and
d/s

Determine fish
bearing status

250 Barrier 21 Orenda FSR Km
20.5

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. Mod. Mod. High, pond u/s
and d/s, no fish

sighted

u/s and
d/s

Determine fish
bearing status

264 Barrier 21 Brown Bear
FSR Km 22.4

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Mod. Low High Low Mod., no fish
sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

262 Barrier 21 Brown Bear
FSR Km 22.5

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. High Low Mod., no fish
sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

210 Barrier 21 Kotcho Mainline
Km 11.5

Bell-Irving
Trib

High Low Mod. High Low Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

240 Barrier 21 Wolverine Main
Km 0.6

Moore Creek High Low Mod. High Low Mod., no fish
sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status
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Table 2 cont’:

ID
No.

Barrier
Ranking

Total
Score

Road Name and
Km

Stream Name Risk Criteria Ranking Habitat value Beaver
Activity

Recommendations

Embedment Outlet
Drop

Slope SWR Length

268 Barrier 21 Brown Bear
Branch 300 Km

0.9

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. High Low Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

51 Barrier 21 Brush Lane
unnamed branch

Nass River
Trib

High Low Mod. High Low Low, steep
gradient, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

4 Barrier 21 Tintina Main
Km 11.3

Tintina Creek
Trib

High Low Mod. High Low Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

74 Barrier 21 Orenda FSR Km
22.7

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. Mod. Mod. Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

252 Barrier 21 Orenda FSR Km
23.2

Axnegrelda
Creek Trib

High Low Mod. Mod. Mod. Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

256 Barrier 21 Rainbow Road
Km 2.1

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Mod. Mod. Mod. Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

204 Barrier 21 Tintina Main
Km 17.5

Nass River
Trib

High Low Mod. Mod. Mod. Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

277 Barrier 21 Brown Bear
FSR Km 4.7

Van Dyke
Creek

High Low Mod. High Low High, pond u/s
and d/s, RB
confirmed

u/s Replace C/V with
open bottom structure

200 Barrier 21 Orenda FSR Km
1.5

Nass River
Trib

High Low Mod. Mod. Mod. High, pond u/s,
RB confirmed

u/s Replace C/V with
open bottom structure
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Table 2 cont’:

ID
No.

Barrier
Ranking

Total
Score

Road Name and
Km

Stream Name Risk Criteria Ranking Habitat value Beaver
Activity

Recommendations

Embedment Outlet
Drop

Slope SWR Length

270 Potential
Barrier

19 Brown Bear
Mainline Km

17.2

Axnegrelda
Creek Trib

High Low Low High Mod. Mod., no fish
sighted

u/s and
d/s

Determine fish
bearing status

115 Potential
Barrier

18 Meziadin FSR
Km 14

White River
Trib

High Low Mod. Mod. Low Mod., no fish
sighted

u/s and
d/s

Determine fish
bearing status

220 Potential
Barrier

18 Raven Road Km
7.0

Wolverine
Creek

High Low Mod. Low Mod. Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

91 Potential
Barrier

18 Brown Bear
FSR Km 6.5

Van Dyke
Creek

High Low Mod. Mod. Low Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None Determine fish
bearing status

269 Potential
Barrier

16 Brown Bear
FSR Km 19.1

Axnegrelda
Creek

High Low Low High Low High, pond u/s
and d/s, fish

sighted-no ID,
likely RB

u/s Replace C/V with
open bottom structure

239 Passable 14 Orenda FSR Km
3.8

Nass River
Trib

Low Low Mod. High Mod. Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

None None

43 Barrier 11 Pine Flats Main
6.6 km

Nass River
Trib

Low Low Mod. High Low High, DV
confirmed

u/s and
d/s

Deactivate

271 Passable 11 Brown Bear
Mainline Km

15.6

Axnegrelda
Trib

Low Low Mod. High Low Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

u/s None
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Table 2 cont’:

ID
No.

Barrier
Ranking

Total
Score

Road Name and
Km

Stream Name Risk Criteria Ranking Habitat value Beaver
Activity

Recommendations

Embedment Outlet
Drop

Slope SWR Length

224 Passable 11 Hannah West
Main

Hannah Creek Low Low Mod. High Low Mod., no fish
sighted

None None

254 Passable 11 Rainbow Road
Km 0.1

Axnegrelda
Creek

Low Low Mod. High Low Mod., no fish
sighted

None None

235 Passable 6 Pine Flats Main
Km 0.4

Nass River
Trib

Low Low Low High Low Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

d/s None

255 Passable 6 Rainbow Road
Km 1.4

Axnegrelda
Trib

Low Low Low High Low Low, appears
seasonal, no fish

sighted

u/s and
d/s

None

241 Passable 6 Lakes Main Km
1.1

Wolverine
Creek

Low Low Low High Low High, pond u/s, no
fish sighted

Yes None

266 Passable 6 Brown Bear
Branch 300 Km

0.6

Axnegrelda
Trib

Low Low Low High Low Mod., no fish
sighted

None None
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4.1.1 Site 218 – 172.5 km Road 1.5 Km from Hwy 37 Jct. (FPPCS Score = 26)

This site is located near the headwaters of Hannah Creek. A 700-millimeter round metal culvert

was not embedded and was undersized (Table 2). Barrier risk due to culvert outflow drop and

slope was considered moderate. This crossing separates a beaver pond wetland upstream and a

slow moving pool/riffle complex downstream (bankfull width = 4.3 meters). This stream offers

high quality fish habitat to at least Dolly Varden char (one 9-centimeter fork length captured

upstream in Gee trap, Photo 1). A culvert plugged by beavers has caused water to flow over the

road resulting in significant erosion of the roadbed and a new channel was created beside the

culvert (Photo 2). Road fill has deposited to approximately 15 meters downstream.

No records were available regarding previous or current road tenure holders or road ID reference.

However it appears that this road was initially constructed to access timber licensed to Coast

Tsimshian Resources Ltd. Partnership between 1979 and 1982 and then was extended through

Site 218 to access timber licensed to Canada Resurgence Developments Ltd. between 1986 and

1993 (BC Government MapView 5.0.4 Forest Tenure Database March 2009).

GFA recommends that this crossing be deactivated as the road fill is being incorporated into the

strength of the overall beaver dam structure. Furthermore, continuous blockage of the culvert by

beavers is anticipated, which will lead to further roadbed erosion. The rehabilitation of this site

would provide a fish habitat gain above the crossing of approximately 2 kilometers of high year

round habitat for all life stages. The estimated budget to rehabilitate the site is as follows:

Table 3: Proposed budget for the deactivation of Site 228.

Phase/Component Units Quantity Cost Total

Biologist (Prep., Monitoring, Report Writing) Days 10 $500 $5,000

Engineer (Deactivation Plan) Days 3 $1,000 $3,000

Laborers Days 4 $350 $1,400

Culvert Removal/Site Cleanup (Excavator, Haul Truck) Hrs 20 $200 $4,000

Mob/demob (Excavator, Haul Truck) Hrs 8 $100 $800

Grass seed, straw mulch Unit 1 $500 $500

Transportation - Truck Days 4 $150 $600

Subtotal $15,300

10% Admin. $1,530

Total $16,830
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The budget presented above should only be used as a rough indication of the potential costs to

rehabilitate the site. It is recommended that a biologist and engineer perform a more detailed

survey of the site prior to the implementation of any works in the field. This will ensure that

costs and prescriptions to remediate the site truly reflect the task at hand in the future.

Photo 1: Site 218 – Dolly Varden char captured in beaver pond upstream of crossing using a Gee

trap.
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Photo 2: Site 218 - New channel flowing through roadbed beside exposed culvert.

4.1.2 Site 20 - 172.5 km Road 200m from Hwy 37 Jct. (FPPCS Score = 26)

This site is located near the headwaters of Hannah Creek. The crossing consists of two 600-

millimeter round metal culverts that were not embedded, had excessive slope, and were

undersized (Table 2). The roadbed separates a beaver pond upstream from a slow moving

poll/riffle complex downstream (bankfull width = 3.2 meters). The stream offers high quality

fish habitat to Dolly Varden char and rainbow trout. Gee traps yielded three Dolly Varden char

upstream (8-12 centimeter fork length, Photo 3) and nine downstream (6-9 centimeter fork

length). Gee trapping and angling produced two rainbow trout (15-20 centimeter fork length,

Photo 4) and many more were observed.
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Beavers have plugged both culvert intakes (Photo 5), which caused water to flow over the road

resulting in mass wasting of downstream road fill (Photos 6). At the time of the survey water

was flowing through a mostly plugged primary culvert and through the roadbed along the left

side of the culvert. Although the survey crew cleared the primary culvert of debris, it is

anticipated that beavers would block the culvert soon afterwards. Rock/gravel was deposited

downstream to at least 30 meters below the crossing.

No records were available regarding previous or current tenure holders. However, it appears that

this road was constructed initially to access timber licensed to Coast Tsimshian Resources Ltd.

Partnership between 1979 and 1982 (Government MapView 5.0.4 Forest Tenure Database March

2009). This road was reactivated in 1986 beyond Site 20 to access timber licensed to Canada

Resurgence Developments Ltd. until 1993 when their license expired (BC Government MapView

5.0.4 Forest Tenure Database March 2009).

GFA recommends that this crossing be deactivated as the road fill is being incorporated into the

strength of the overall beaver dam structure. Furthermore, regular blockage of the two culverts by

beavers is anticipated, which will lead to further roadbed erosion. The rehabilitation of this site

would provide a fish habitat gain above the crossing of approximately 3 kilometers of high

quality rearing habitat. The estimated budget to rehabilitate the site is as follows:

Table 4: Proposed budget for the deactivation of Site 20.

Phase/Component Units Quantity Cost Total

Biologist (Prep., Monitoring, Report Writing) Days 10 $500 $5,000

Engineer (Deactivation Plan) Days 3 $1,000 $3,000

Laborers Days 4 $350 $1,400

Culvert Removal/Site Cleanup (Excavator, Haul Truck) Hrs 20 $200 $4,000

Mob/demob (Excavator, Haul Truck) Hrs 8 $100 $800

Grass seed, straw mulch Unit 1 $500 $500

Transportation - Truck Days 4 $150 $600

Subtotal $15,300

10% Admin. $1,530

Total $16,830

The budget presented above should only be used as a rough indication of the potential costs to

rehabilitate the site. It is recommended that a biologist and engineer perform a more detailed
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survey of the site prior to the implementation of any works in the field. This will ensure that

costs and prescriptions to remediate the site truly reflect the task at hand in the future.

Photo 3: Site 20 – Dolly Varden char captured upstream in a Gee trap.

Photo 4: Site 20 – Rainbow trout captured upstream by angling.
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Photo 5: Site 20 – Primary culvert inlet plugged by beavers.

Photo 6: Site 20 - Mass wasting of the downstream side of roadbed.
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4.1.3 Site 39 – Pine Flats Main Km 0.6 (FPPCS Score = 26)

This stream is an unnamed tributary flowing into the left bank of the Nass River approximately 4

kilometers upstream of the Meziadin River confluence (Watershed Code 500475600). The

crossing consists of a primary oval culvert (2000x1400 millimeters) and 2 identical secondary

culverts (1000 millimeters) built on an alluvial fan. The primary culvert was not embedded, had

excessive slope, and was undersized. The stream offered good quality riffle/pool habit (bankfull

width = 8.7 meters) to Dolly Varden char and rainbow trout. Gee traps yielded four Dolly Varden

char downstream (12 to 15 centimeter fork length Photo 7). Approximately 300 meters upstream

at Site 40, Gee traps yielded seven rainbow trout (7 to 10 centimeter fork length) and fourteen

Dolly Varden char (8 to 15 centimeter fork length; Photo 8).

All three culverts were partially blocked by wood/rock debris from a recent high water event and

likely created a barrier to small fish (Photos 9 and 10). The road licensee holder was Orenda

Logging Ltd. from the late 1980’s and the early 1990’s, however the tenure status is currently

listed as “retired” (BC Government MapView 5.0.4 Forest Tenure Database March 2009).

GFA recommends that this crossing be deactivated as debris is expected to accumulate at the

culvert intakes.. The rehabilitation of this site would provide a fish habitat gain above the

crossing of approximately 400 meters of high quality rearing habitat. The estimated budget to

rehabilitate the site is as follows:

Table 5: Proposed budget for the deactivation of Site 39.

Phase/Component Units Quantity Cost Total

Biologist (Prep., Monitoring, Report Writing) Days 10 $500 $5,000

Engineer (Deactivation Plan) Days 3 $1,000 $3,000

Laborers Days 4 $350 $1,400

Culvert Removal/Site Cleanup (Excavator, Haul Truck) Hrs 20 $200 $4,000

Mob/demob (Excavator, Haul Truck) Hrs 8 $100 $800

Grass seed, straw mulch Unit 1 $500 $500

Transportation - Truck Days 4 $150 $600

Subtotal $15,300

10% Admin. $1,530

Total $16,830
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The budget presented above should only be used as a rough indication of the potential costs to

rehabilitate the site. It is recommended that a biologist and an engineer perform a more detailed

survey of the site prior to the implementation of any works in the field. This will ensure that

costs and prescriptions to remediate the site truly reflect the task at hand in the future.

Photo 7: Site 39 – Dolly Varden char captured downstream of crossing in Gee traps.

Photo 8: Site 39 – Rainbow trout and Dolly Varden char captured using Gee traps 300 meters

upstream at Site 40 (Windfall Main).
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Photo 9: Site 39 – Primary culvert outtake and rock/wood debris at intake..

Photo 10: Site 39 – Primary culvert outtake and rock/wood debris at intake
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4.1.4 Site 200 – Orenda FSR Km 1.5 (FPPCS Score = 21)

This stream is located along the mainstem of Moore Creek. The crossing consists of a 3200-

millimeter culvert separating a beaver pond upstream and riffle/pool habitat downstream. The

primary culvert was not embedded (high risk); moderate risk was determined for the culvert

slope, SWR, and culvert length. The stream offers good quality riffle/pool/pond habit to rainbow

trout (bankfull width = 3.9 meters). Gee traps yielded four rainbow trout downstream (10 to 15

centimeter fork length; Photo 11) and angling yielded two rainbow trout upstream (15 to 20

centimeter fork length).

At the time of the survey beavers had constructed a 1.8-meter high dam against the culvert intake

creating a waterfall onto a bare culvert bottom (Photos 12 and 13). Water was backed up into the

surrounding forest as shown by the recently killed trees along the stream bank (Photo 14). This

road is considered active and is licensed to BC Timber Sales (BC Government MapView 5.0.4

Forest Tenure Database March 2009). BC Timber Sales removed this dam in late September

2008 following this survey (Bruce Lehey, BC Timber Sales Terrace, BC, Pers. Comm., October

2008).

GFA recommends replacing the culvert with an open bottom structure. A road engineer and a

biologist are required to prepare a detailed site plan. In the mean time, it is anticipated that

beavers will continue to plug this culvert and create a fish barrier at the intake. Therefore, regular

monitoring and maintenance is required to allow unimpeded fish passage until a proper structure

can be installed. This project would gain approximately 5 kilometers of high quality

pond/riffle/pool habitat. The cost for this project depends on the type and size of the open

bottom structure chosen by the road engineer. It is recommended that a detailed site plan and

cost estimate will be submitted to BC Timber Sales in 2009 to address the this problem site.
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Photo 11: Site 200 – Rainbow trout captured downstream of crossing in Gee traps.

Photo 12: Site 200 – Beaver dam constructed at the culvert intake creating 1.8-meter waterfall.
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Photo 13: Site 200 – Beaver dam constructed at the culvert intake – downstream view.

Photo 14: Site 200 – Recently submerged forest along shoreline upstream of crossing.
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4.1.5 Site 43 - Pine Flats Mainline Km 6.6 (FPPCS Score = 11)

This stream is an unnamed tributary flowing into the left bank of the Nass River approximately 7

kilometers upstream of the Meziadin River confluence (Watershed Code 500482800). The

crossing consists of a 2000 mm round metal culvert separating two large active beaver ponds.

The culvert was undersized (high risk) and had excessive slope (moderate risk). The depth and

degree of embedment could not be determined due water being backed up though the culvert

from a beaver dam located 10 meters downstream. This stream provides good quality pond

habitat for Dolly Varden char. Gee trapping yielded one Dolly Varden char (13 centimeter fork

length, Photo 15) in the upstream pond adjacent to the roadbed.

At the time of the survey, the culvert intake was completely blocked causing water to run over

the road in multiple shallow runs down a 2.3-meter embankment (Photos 16 and 17). This

embankment is a significant fish barrier. An 8 x 4 meter section of road material had already

washed away into the stream below. The road licensee holder was Orenda Logging Ltd. from

the late 1980’s and the early 1990’s, however the tenure status is currently listed as “retired” (BC

Government MapView 5.0.4 Forest Tenure Database March 2009).

GFA recommends deactivating this crossing. The culvert and all road fill should be removed to

eliminate the opportunity for beavers to incorporate the roadbed into their dam system. It is

recommended that this work be carried out concurrent with the deactivation of Site 39 at Km 0.6.

The rehabilitation of this site would provide a fish habitat gain above the crossing of

approximately 5 kilometers of high quality rearing habitat. The estimated budget to rehabilitate

the site is as follows:

Table 6: Proposed budget for the deactivation of Site 43.

Phase/Component Units Quantity Cost Total

Biologist (Prep., Monitoring, Report Writing) Days 10 $500 $5,000

Engineer (Deactivation Plan) Days 3 $1,000 $3,000

Laborers Days 4 $350 $1,400

Culvert Removal/Site Cleanup (Excavator, Haul Truck) Hrs 20 $200 $4,000

Mob/demob (Excavator, Haul Truck) Hrs 10 $100 $1,000

Grass seed, straw mulch Unit 1 $500 $500

Transportation - Truck Days 4 $150 $600

Subtotal $15,500

10% Admin. $1,550

Total $17,050
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The budget presented above should only be used as a rough indication of the potential costs to

rehabilitate the site. It is recommended that a biologist and an engineer perform a more detailed

survey of the site prior to the implementation of any works in the field. This will ensure that

costs and prescriptions to remediate the site truly reflect the task at hand in the future.

Photo 15: Site 43 – Dolly Varden char captured by Gee trap in beaver pond upstream of crossing.
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Photo 16: Site 43 – Looking upstream through culvert at intake blocked by beavers.

Photo 17: Site 43 - Water flowing over downstream side of eroded section of road.
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4.2 Ranking = Potential Barrier (Score = 15 to 20)

A total of 5 sites of the 60 sites sampled were ranked as a potential barrier to fish (Table 2).

Good quality fish habitat was associated with one site, which was confirmed to be fish bearing.

Moderate to poor habitat with no confirmed fish presence was encountered at the remaining four

sites. In all cases culverts were not embedded into the stream channel and therefore lacked

substrate inside the culvert that would reduce water velocity. The following is a brief description

of the one potential barrier site with confirmed fish presence:

4.2.1 Site 269 – Brown Bear FSR Km 19.1 (FPPCS score = 16)

This stream is a tributary of Axnegrelda Creek. The crossing consists of an 1100-millimeter

round metal culvert separating two active beaver ponds. The culvert was not embedded and was

undersized. However the SWR value suggesting the culvert was undersized was based on the

downstream beaver pond width and not the natural channel width in the absence of beavers. This

stream provides good quality pond habitat for rainbow trout. One unidentified fish

(approximately 10 centimeter in length) was observed following a small spoon to shore while

angling.

At the time of the survey, the culvert intake was almost completely blocked by mud and weeds

causing some water to flow through the roadbed (Photos 18). A beaver dam downstream had

water backed up into the culvert (Photo 19). This road is considered active and is the

responsibility of BC Timber Sales (BC Government MapView 5.0.4 Forest Tenure Database

March 2009).

GFA recommends replacing the culvert with an open-bottom structure, which will require the

preparation of a detailed site plan by a road engineer. This site should be monitored regularly

since it is anticipated that beavers will continue to pug the culvert, which could lead to a road

washout. This project would gain approximately 3 kilometers of high quality pond/stream

habitat. The cost for this project depends on the type and size of the open bottom structure

chosen by the road engineer. It is recommended that a detailed site plan and cost estimate will be

submitted to BC Timber Sales in 2009 to address this crossing site.
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Photo 18: Site 269 – Culvert intake plugged with mud and weeds by beavers.

Photo 19: Site 269 – Water backed up through culvert from beaver dam downstream.
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5. DISCUSSION

The 2008 Upper Nass River Fish Passage Assessment Project was successful in identifying 52 of

the 60 culverted sites surveyed that were either barriers or partial barriers. Generally, depth and

degree embedment (no substrate inside culvert) and stream width ratio (insufficient culvert size)

posed the highest risk to fish passage. Culvert length, outflow drop and slope were generally

considered low to moderate risk to fish passage.

Fish presence was confirmed at six sites while the remaining sites will require a more detailed

investigation into their fish bearing status. Rainbow trout and Dolly Varden char were the only

salmonid species encountered during this project. These two species were widespread

throughout the Upper Hannah Creek watershed and were cohabiting an unnamed Nass River

tributary that crosses the Pine Flats Main (Site 39) and Windfall Main (Site 40). Rainbow trout

was the only species encountered in the Axnegrelda and Moore Creek drainages, however fish

sampling effort was minimal and it is recommended further sampling be performed to determine

the presence or absence of other salmonid species.

Since 2003, logging activities in the Upper Nass River watershed have been minimal following

the collapse of the Skeena Cellulose Company, which consumed most of the wood fiber

extracted from the study area. At the time of this survey the most recent logging activity was in

2006-2007 along the Balsam Lane Road and the Nine Lakes Road. Active log hauling was not

encountered in 2008. Silvicultural workers, recreationalists (hunters and anglers) and mushroom

pickers were the only user group encountered in the area during the 2008 survey.

Maintenance issues were evident at many stream crossings. These include culverts completely or

partially blocked by wood and sediment debris or by beaver dams, and culverts that are bent or

collapsed. Blocked culverts can cause fish barriers through a structure that normally would

allow for fish passage. In addition, blocked culverts have the potential to cause roadbed

washouts and subsequently result in sedimentation of a stream. Since there is minimal traffic on

most of the road systems in this area, maintenance problems leading to fish barriers and road

washouts are likely to go unnoticed.
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6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There are many worthwhile opportunities for future works that would greatly improve fish

passage and reduce sediment delivery in the Upper Nass River Watershed:

1. Non-essential roads should be deactivated where they cross fish-bearing waters.

2. Barrier culverts on essential roads should be replaced with open-bottom structures or

properly embedded culverts that will accommodate peak runoff.

3. All active road crossings on fish-bearing streams should be monitored periodically for

nuisance beaver activity.

4. Future roads should be designed to include only open bottom structures on all fish

bearing streams.

5. Where information is lacking, fish distribution patterns and upstream limits should be

studied on all fish bearing-stream to provide a cost benefit of the proposed restoration

and to better protect the stream from future developments.

6.1 Deactivation of Non-essential Roads

Non-essential roads should be deactivated to reduce the overall road density and cumulative

sedimentation impacts (Carmanah Research, 1999). Non-essential roads are located throughout

the watershed, however they all differ in importance with respect to their proximity to fish-

bearing streams. The MoFR ultimately has the authority to designate a logging road as “non-

essential” based on harvesting and silvicultural plans submitted on an ongoing basis by the

various forest licensee holders operating in the area. It is important to note that many grown-in

unused roads do not have a current licensee holder and is presumably the responsibility of the BC

MoFR.

Two road networks were proposed for deactivation in this report. The first is informally referred

to as Hwy 37 Km 172.5 km Road as there were no official records available to assign a proper

road ID reference. The stream is located near the Hannah Creek headwaters and provides

important year-round habitat for rainbow trout and Dolly Varden char. This road includes Sites

20 and 218, which both have experienced repeated washouts from their undersized culvert being

blocked by beavers. It appears that this road was initially constructed to access timber licensed
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to Coast Tsimshian Resources Ltd. Partnership between 1979 and 1982 (crosses Site 20) and

then was extended through Site 218 to access timber licensed to Canada Resurgence

Developments Ltd. between 1986 and 1993 (BC Government MapView 5.0.4 Forest Tenure

Database March 2009).

The second road network proposed for deactivation is the Pine Flats Main, a large unused branch

road of the Windfall Main. This road crosses several small tributaries of the Nass River that

provide important habitat to rainbow trout and Dolly Varden char. Block culverts were

encountered at Site 39 (partially blocked with rock/wood debris) and Site 43 (completely blocked

by beavers, water flowing over road down steep embankment). The road licensee holder was

Orenda Logging Ltd. from the late 1980’s and the early 1990’s, however the tenure status is

currently listed as “retired” (BC Government MapView 5.0.4 Forest Tenure Database March

2009).

6.2 Culvert Replacement on Essential Roads

Culvert replacement is required for barrier sites located on essential roads. The two main road

licensees active in the study area are the Canada Resurgence Developments Ltd. (Kotcho,

Windfall, Brush, Warren Mainlines and several of their branches) and BC Timber Sales (Orenda

and Brown Bear FSR and several of their branches). Since there is a large cost associated with

culvert replacement, it is important to first determine fish bearing status and second to carry out a

detailed FHAP on fish bearing streams to measure the potential benefits of structural

replacement.

6.3 Monitoring of Essential Roads

Essential roads should be monitored on a regular basis depending on their level of use. This will

allow for early detection of fish passage obstructions, maintenance problems, and sedimentation

sources. It is recommended that the Gitanyow enter into a joint venture with agencies

responsible for maintaining the various road systems to undertake regular stream crossing

inspections with the aim of ensuring fisheries values are protected on an ongoing basis.
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6.4 Stream Crossing Standards for Future Roads

GFA recommends that all new crossings on fish-bearing streams be either bridged or consist of

an open-bottom culvert. These structures will allow the original streambed to remain intact and

normal water velocities to be maintained, and in addition, would require less maintenance and

upgrading than round or oval culverts. Round culverts are prone to scouring at the outtake

resulting in sedimentation of the stream and potentially the creation of a barrier-causing

waterfall. GFA can provide the technical support to undertake fisheries studies at all streams

along a proposed road route. In addition, GFA technicians can gather useful information

regarding stream flow rates, fish habitat value, local terrain conditions and other details valuable

to a managers entering into the planning phase.

6.5 Fish Distribution Survey and Fish Habitat Assessment

Although fish distribution data is abundant for Hannah and Tintina Creek drainages and the

lower reaches of many Nass River tributaries, information was lacking for the upper reaches of

most streams. No data was available for any Bell-Irving River tributaries crossing the Kotcho

Mainline, and for the upper reaches of Moore, Wolverine, Van Dyke, and Axnegrelda Creeks

that cross the Orenda and Brown Bear FSR and several of their branches. Fish presence studies

should be implemented to document the upstream limits within the watershed noted above, which

would prove valuable for all future watershed development or restoration planning.
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Appendix I

Hardcopy of Study Area Maps (2 maps)
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Appendix II

Digital Copies (CD) of Final Report, Maps, Site Photographs, and
FPCI/SCQI Site Cards:

Folder \ Final Report
Digital copy of final report in PDF format

Folder \ Projects Maps
1:50,000 in PDF format (2 maps)

Folder \ Site Photos
Digital copies of site photos

Folder \ Fish Passage Site Cards
Digital copies of field forms in Excel format


